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ABSTRACT 
The theory given by Rabin and Scott for one-tape finite automata is extended to 
cover machines with several input tapes which can be advanced independently under 
finite-state control. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1] Rabin and Scott discussed a number of variants on and generalizations of
the notion of a one-tape finite-state sequential machine. All of the models considered 
were viewed as acceptors which could scan but not write over their input, which was 
presented on one or more tapes. The theory of the one-tape case was thoroughly 
covered including the existence of desirable closure and decision properties, the 
equivalence of deterministic and nondeterministic models and the equivalence of 
models with a one-way versus a two-way input tape. 1 Also begun in [1] was the 
development of the theory of multitape nonwriting finite-state acceptors. Several 
results were obtained for the deterministic one-way version, and multitape two-way 
acceptors were shown to be different from their one-way counterparts. 
As far as we know, little further was done with multitape nonwriting automata 
until the closure properties of the nondeterministic one-way case were derived by 
Elgot and Mezei as part of their theory of "transductions" [3]. A comprehensive 
study of multitape nonwriting automata was begun independently by Rosenberg a
few months later ([4]-[8]). 
In this paper we present some of the decision properties of multitape one-way 
* This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation grants GP-2880 
and GP-7701. 
1 See also [2] for the ~vo-way equivalence r sult. 
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nonwriting aeceptors (MONA's).  (The theory of MONA transducers i  essentially 
the same, cf. [1].) A survey will also be made of the closure properties of MONA-  
definable languages, and proofs will be given for those properties which are not given 
in [I] or [3]. Familiarity with the theory of finite (one-tape) automata will be assumed, 
and it would be desirable if the reader were familiar with [I] since we are often building 
on the foundation established there. 
2. NOTATION AND THE MODEL 
We let A denote the string of length 0; g, r,... denote symbols in an alphabet Z 
and w, x ,y ,  z .... denote strings (words) made up of symbols of 27. String-reversal, 
concatenation and Kleenean closure will be denoted by O, " and *, respectively. 2 
Boolean operators n ,  u ,  and - -  will have their usual meanings of intersection, 
union and complementation. To extend the string operations p and 9 to n-tuples of 
strings, the operations will be applied componentwise, e.g., (w, x)  9 (y ,  z)  = (wy, xz). 
They can then be extended to n-a~" word relations (sets of n-tuples of strings) in 
the usual manner 
L 1 "L 2 = {(wy, xz} f (w, x) eL1 & (y,  z)  eL2}; 
p(L) = {(p(w),p(x))l(w, x)eL}.  Complementation for n-ary word relations will 
be with respect to (2:*) n, and Kleenean closure (star) will be defined as usual: 
L* = L ~ u L 1 u L 2 u "-', where L ~ is the singleton n-tuple {(A, A ..... A)}. (Note 
that {(1, 1)}* ~:  {(1 ~, IS)).) I f  M is an n-tape MONA, T(M) will denote the set 
of n-tuples accepted by M, i.e., the n-ary word relation defined or recognized by M. 
(We shall often refer to word relations as languages.) 
The main point of the following discussion is to help convince the reader that 
the results given in [I] and [3] are applicable to the same kind of MONA and to 
suggest hat definition of a MONA in terms of a multitape Turing machine is not 
amiss. 
The Rabin-Scott (RS) model of a MONA has a finite-state control and n read-only 
one-way tapes. The state set of the machine is partitioned into n classes, and the 
class to which a particular state belongs determines which tape is to be advanced 
and read next. The input string on each tape is bordered by two special symbols 
(not in the machine alphabet 2:) c~ and ~, with ~ on the left and E on the r ight)  
The machine is begun in an initial state with all read heads positioned on the a's. 
At each step, depending on the present state q, the appropriate tape is advanced 
Note that in [1] * has the meaning we assign to p. 
3 Since we are discussing here only one-way machines, the initial symbol n can be eliminated 
if desired. The end symbol E is essential, however. 
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one square and the new symbol ~ on that tape is read. The transition function v of 
the machine then yields a next state as a function of q and o. (In the nondeterministic 
case there may be a choice of initial or next states,). 
Without loss of generality, one may consider only machines which do not read a 
given tape further after encountering the "end symbol" c on that tape during a 
computation. The n-tuple of strings placed initially on the input tapes of the machine 
will be accepted or rejected depending upon the state which the machine enters 
upon reading the last of the gs. (Thus all tapes are read completely before the machine 
halts.) 
Thus, the RS model is completely described by giving its state set Q, alphabet ~', 
the partitioning of Q into Qx, Q2,.--, Q , ,  the set F of accepting (final) states, the 
next-state transition mapping v : Q • 2: ~ Q (a relation in the nondeterministic case), 
and the initial state ql (or nondeterministic initial set Q,). 
The Elgot-Mezei (EM) model is given by a relation Q • (27*)" x Q. The definition 
is inherently nondeterministic. The relation can be described in terms of triples 
(qi, (wl ,  w2 ..... w~), qk) with the interpretation that if the machine is in state qi, 
it may (if the appropriate material is residing on the input tapes) advance past wl 
on tape 1, wa on tape 2,..., w~ on tape n, then enter state qk 9 There is a single accepting 
state qA - 
The read-only one-way Turing machine (ROTM) model is simply a one-way non- 
writing multitape Turing machine. Paralleling the formalism in [9], [10] and elsewhere, 
a ROTM can be described as a set of quadruples giving present state, symbols under 
scan, action, and next state. Formally, for example, a 2-tape machine would have 
quadruples of the form 
(qi, (a 6 , ai2), (D1, D2), q~) 
with 
q~, q~ 9 Q, oyx, ay, 9 ~, D1, D a 9 {R (right), N (no move)}. 
The machine is deterministic if there is at most one quadruple beginning with each 
state-symbol-pair combination. Again there is a single accepting state qA 9 
The reader should have no difficulty in completing the formalization of the three 
models and establishing their equivalence (the EM model being used only for the 
nondeterministic case) using techniques imilar to those in [10]. Brief discussion is 
presented below but details are omitted. 
For every RS machine one can easily construct an equivalent EM machine. I f  an n-tape 
RS machine is in state qi 9 Qt ,  and qk ~ v(q,, ey), then the EM relation will include the 
rule (q~, (%,  A,..., A), qk). Conversely, for each rule (qi, (wl ,  wa ,..., w,), q~) of 
an EM machine one can construct a subroutine for a nondeterministic RS machine 
consisting of a chain of states to compare the material on the input tapes with the 
words w 1 , w~ ,..., w~ and then to pass to q~ if everything checks out. 
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For every n-tape RS machine (deterministic or nondeterministic) there is clearly 
an equivalent n-tape ROTM of the same kind (d. or n.), since the basic operations 
of an RS machine are simply to move one tape and to respond to the new symbol 
read. On the other hand, since a ROTM can scan or move both tapes at once, going 
from a ROTM to an RS machine may require an increase in the number of states. 
For example, given a 2-tape ROTM which has u symbols and v states and always 
moves at least one tape per instruction (except possibly when making a transition 
to the accepting state qA), one can construct an equivalent 2-tape RS machine with 
u symbols and u~ + uv states. 4 The u2v states are of the form q*Jd= and correspond 
to the ROTM being in state qi and scanning a~l on tape 1 and o~= on tape 2. The 
other uv states are used in the simulation of any ROTM instructions which move 
both tapes simultaneously; this requires the execution of two instructions by the 
RS machine. 
In a way, the ROTM model is the most natural since it points out that the important 
feature of a MONA is the nonwriting property. The fact that an RS machine cannot 
let the choice of which tape to move depend directly on the symbol scanned but 
only on the present state is of no consequence. However, the machines needed in 
the following discussion are as easy to define in terms of the RS model, and we will 
use it since it has been employed in [1], [4], [5], and [7]. 
3. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF MONA-DEFINABLE LANGUAGES 
Let Jt'~ D denote the class of deterministic n-tape MONA's  and ~t',~ N denote the 
class of nondeterministic n-tape MONA's.  Now let ~.~ and ~ denote the class of 
n-ary word relations definable by machines in ..~r and ~r N, respectively. Clearly, 
~r C ./r and .~  C ~.  We make the distinction between relations and machines 
because machines in . .g / ,N  ~r  may, in fact, define languages in ~, ,  but not 
conversely. 
TABLE I 
CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF MO-N,'A-DEFINABLE LANGUAGES 
Closed under 91 = r x -@~ (n > 2) Jff. (n ~ 2) 
Complementation - -  Yes Yes No 
Intersection r~ Yes No No 
Union ~J Yes No Yes 
Concatenation Yes No Yes 
Closure * Yes .No Yes 
Reversal p Yes No Yes 
4 The restriction that at least one tape be moved obviously entails no loss of generality (cf. [10]). 
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The closure properties of c-@ t =-~a,  ~,, and JV~(n ~> 2) under the operations 
of complementation, i tersection, union, concatenation, star and reversal are sum- 
marized in Table I. The basic result used in determining the closure properties of 
MONA-definable languages is the following theorem, which was proved in [1] for 
./tan machines. A version for Jr', N is given in [3] and the version below is presented 
in [.% 
PROJECTION THEOREM. Let ix, i 2 ,..., i ,  be a permutation of  the integers 1, 2 ..... n. 
I f  L e ~ , then the language 
P(L,  i l ,  is ..... i~) = {<x,,  , x,~ .. . . .  x, ,>l(3x,~+,)(3x~k+,). . .Oxi.)[<xl , xa .... , x ,>  eL]}  
is a member of  .AV'~ . We call P(L,  i l ,  i s .... , ik) the projection of L on the k coordinates 
i l , i z  ..... ik .  
The reader can verify that in all cases where a positive closure property is given, 
a machine defining the language asserted to exist can be produced in a uniform and 
effective manner from machines defining the given languages. For example, the 
projection theorem is proved by a method which, given a machine M e ..r produces 
a machine M '  e ~t'kN SO that T(M') = P(T(M) ,  i l ,  i S ,..., ik). The theorems in 
Section 3 will be stated in terms of languages rather than machines for simplicity, 
but the underlying uniform effectiveness is needed in Section 4. 
The results for ~-~1 = "/Wt and the closure o f~ n under complementation are given in [1]. 
Rabin and Scott also proved the nonclosure o f~,  (n >~ 2) under intersection and union 
by exhibiting two ~2 languages whose intersection is L 1 = {<0nl0 ", 0nl0 ~> I n ~> 0}. 
L 1 cannot be in ~2 since its projection on either coordinate is not in ~ l  = M/xx- 
The nonclosure of ~ ,  under union follows by De Morgan's laws since closure under 
complementation has been established. 
The closure properties for ~ are all given by Elgot and Mezei in [3]. Proofs of 
the closure of ~ under union, concatenation, star, and reversal parallel the corre- 
sponding proofs in [1] for ~ .  A proof of nonclosure of JV~ under intersection follows 
from the proof for the ~ case, and nonclosure under complementation then follows 
from De Morgan's laws. 
We now prove that ~2 is not dosed under reversal, concatenation, and star. The 
generalization to ~,  (n ~> 2) is obvious since one can pass from a given L e ~a to 
L' = {<Wl, wa, A,..., A) I <wx, w2) eL}. 
The following three languages will prove useful in the development of these results: 
(1) E = {<0, 0>, <I, 1>}; 
(2) G = {<y, y>}; 
(3) t t  = {<0, A>, <1, A>}. 
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LEMMA 1. The language J = E*GH* ~ ~2 9 
Proof. J =-{(xyy, x7) Ix ,  ye{O, I)*}. Let  Ms  be the machine with the state 
function given in 'Fable I I ,  Q1 = {qxo, qn ,  q12, qls,  qt4, qls}, Q2 = {q2t, qza, q25}, 
27 = {0, l, y}, F = {qta} and ql = qzt. One can easily verify that T(Mj) = J. 
TABLE II 
NEXT-STATE TRANSITIONS FOR M s 
Next State 
Present State Tape Selection 0 1 7 
q21 Qz qlo qal qxz q14 
qlo Q1 q2x qls qx6 q2s 
qn Q1 q15 q2x qx5 q2s 
qx2 QI q15 qx5 q2s q2~ 
q~a Q2 q16 qx~ q15 qls 
qla Qt qls qla qx4 Acc 
q14 Qt q14 ql, ql, Rej 
q~s Q~ ql~ q~s q~ q2s 
q25 Qz q~n qtn q25 Rej 
qt : qzl, F= (qia} 
LEMMA 2. j z  = E*GH*E*GH* r 9 2 
Proof. j z  = (xtyyix2yy2, XxVX2y ) ix 1 , y l  , x2 ,y2 if{0, 1}*}. Clearly the strings 
Xx, Yl, x2, Y2 are uniquely determined by the input on tape 2; i.e., there is no ambiguity 
in "pars ing"  the input. 
Since a MONA is finite state, there must exist i,j, i ' , j '  with i ~ i '  o r j  ~/+j' such 
that the machine will be in the same state after reading (71 i, 71 ~) as after reading 
(y l  i', V i i ' ) .  A deterministic machine must then be in the same state after reading 
(yl~wE, 71JzE) as after reading (ylVwe, ylJ'zE) and so must  accept both pairs or 
reject both)  
Case I. j 7~ j ' .  By symmetry,  we may assume j < j ' .  Let  w - 01iV, z - y. 
Then  (yli01~y, VP'V) E JL but (yl~'01~V, V l ry )  r J~. 
Case II .  j = j ' .  Then  i :/= i ' .  Assume i < i'. 
B At attempt to be more general and to formulate a useful 2-tape version of Nerode's theorem 
runs into difficulties due to the independent shifting of the tapes and the use of end symbols. 
One must take into account he fact that giving a pair of strings (x, y) as input does not imply 
that a MONA will ever reach a configuration at which it has read exactly x on tape 1 and y on 
tape 2 and no additional input on either tape. 
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(a) If i' ~<j, let w = l~-Vy, z =y .  Then (y l i+i -~'y,~l i~,)r  2, but 
(ylV+j-i'y, 71Jy) ~ j2. 
(b) If i ' > j ,  let w =y,  z = lV-Jy. Then (yl~y, y l J+V- Jy ) r  2, but 
(yl i 'y,  yljq c- iy)  ~ j2. 
Thus, for any deterministic MONA, there must exist inputs for which an incorrect 
answer is given. 
From the different closure properties for .At, and ~,  in Table I and the inclusion 
~ C ./ ,r ,  we may readily conclude that for n ~ 2, Jff, --  ~ ~ ~ (the empty set). 
The following lemma gives a simple example of such an "inherently nondeterministic" 
language. 
LEMMA 3. The language H 'E*  ~ ~ -- 92 9 
Proof. H 'E*  == {(yx, x) J x, y~{O, 1}*}. One can easily construct an .~t'2N 
machine to recognize H'E* ,  or appeal can be made to the closure properties already 
given for ~4~2. On the other hand, we note that H'E*  appears between the two 
occurrences of G in the expression for j2 above. By deleting all occurrences of the 
symbol 7 from the strings in the proof of Lemma 2, one obtains a proof of the result 
H'E*  r ~-~2 9
THEOREM 1. ~2 is not closed under string reversal. 
Proof. The language E*H*E  ~2 since a machine in .n~2D which recognizes the 
language E 'H*  can be constructed from M., in Table II by deleting the y column 
and changing v(q21, ~) to qx3 9 (States qx2, q23, and qla then become inaccessible and 
may be deleted.) However, p(E*H*) = p(H*) 9 p(E*) = H 'E*  since clearly p(E*) = 
E* and p(H*) = H*. Thus p(E*H*) r ~2 by Lemma 3. 
THEOa~EM 2. ~ .  is not closed under concatenation. 
Proof. From Lemmas 1 and 2, J~92,  but j2= j .  j6~2.  (Alternatively, 
we may note H* ~ ~.qd 2 , E* ~ ~2,  H'E*  (~ ~z  .) 
THEOREM 3. 92 is not closed under Kleenean closure. 
Proof. In the identity J* = j0 tA JX u j2 w J~ w ... we may note that for our 
particular choice of J, the various powers of J are pairwise disjoint. This is because 
if in the input pair (x, y )  there are exactly k occurrences of y in y, then (x, y )  ~ J* 
if and only if (x ,y )  ~ jk. In the construction in Lemma 2 we have k = 2, so the 
various pairs of strings which are in j2 are also in J* and the pairs not in j2 are not 
in J*. Thus the argument that j2 r ~2 also shows that J* ~ ~2.  
We remark that J is an example of a language in ~2 such that for all k > 1, jk r 92 .  
To show this for an arbitrary k > 1, use the construction of Lemma 2 with k --  2 
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additional (consecutive) y's appended to w and z in each case. Similarly, it is interesting 
to note that, while (H 'E* )  k is not in ~2 for any integer k >~ 1, the language 
(H 'E* )*  ~ ~2 9 (The proofs are left to the reader.) This observation led the authors 
to wonder which combinations of truth value assignments o the following predicates 
are possible: 
PI(L) ~ L e ~2 , 
P2(L) -~ for all k > 1, L ~" e ~2,  
P3(L) :-- L*  e ~2 . 
The result of our investigation is
THEOREM 4. For any assignment of  truth values to propositions P1 ,  P~ , P3 ,  there 
is a language L in ~ which satisfies that assignment. 
Examples for each of the eight possible assignments are presented in Table I I I .  
The notation used is as follows: 
A = {(1, 1), (11, 1)}; 
B ---- {(1, n)}{(1, A))*{(A, 1))* 
={(1" ,1  m) ln>O,m/>O};  
C = {(0, A)}{(0, A)}* 
= {(o-, A )  I n > 0}; 
E, G, H are as before. 
TABLE III 
A PARTITION OF "APt VIA ~2 
Pt(L) Ps(L) P3(L) L 
1 N N N H*E*G 
2 N N Y H 'E*  
3 N Y N C.,ZIA * u CBC u BCB u CBCB U BCBC 
4 N Y Y B u CAA* u CBC u BCB u CBCB u BCBC 
5 Y N N E*GH* 
6 Y N Y E 'H*  
7 Y Y N .4 
8 Y Y Y E 
The verification of the table entries requires long and unilluminating proofs using 
the techniques of Lemma2. e A key proof, namely that A*~2,  can be found 
6 The  reader who has difficulty proving the negative parts of cases 2 and 6 might  find it 
easier to replace E* in each case by (E u G)*. The trick either way is to use the method of 
].,emma 2 and to arrange the ~,'s o that there are no extraneous parsings of the input strings. 
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in [.5]. The example for ease 3 is derived from a suggestion by G. F. Rose which 
the authors gratefully acknowledge. 
4. DECISION PROBLEMS FOR MONA's 
Given the description of a MONA, it is interesting to see what can be determined 
about the language accepted by that automaton. The following questions suggest 
themselves for n-tape MONA's.  
(1) Emptiness problem: given ~//, to determine whether T(M) = ~. 
(2) Finiteness problem: given M, to determine whether T(M) is finite. 
(3) Disjointness problem: given M 1 and M 2 , to determine whether 
T(M1) n T(M2) =- ~.  
(4) Universe problem: given M, to determine whether T(M) =: ~ (i. e., whether 
T(M) = (X*)"). 
(5) Cofiniteness problem: given M, to determine whether T(M) is finite. 
(6) Containment problem: given M 1 and M2, to determine whether 
T(Mt) C T(M2). 
(7) Equivalence problem: given M x and ]1//2, to determine whether 
T(M1) = T(M2). 
Rabin and Scott have shown that the emptiness, finiteness, disjointness and equiv- 
alence problems are solvable for the class of l-tape machines [1]. Since 91 ~ ~1 is effec- 
tively closed under complementation, the solvability of the universe and cofiniteness 
problems for the 1-tape case follows immediately. Elementary set-theoretic considera- 
tions also yield the solvability of the containment problem for l - tape machines ince 
T(M1) C T(]V/z) is equivalent o T(M1) n T(M2) = Z,  a form of the disjointness 
problem. 
For the n-tape case, a number of solvability results can easily be shown. The 
result in Theorem 5 for the deterministic ase is due to Rabin and Scott [1]. 
THEOREM 5. The emptiness and finiteness problems are solvable for .dg~ N and thus 
for dfn ~ 
Proof. Given M e Jt'~ N, then T(M) is empty if and only if its projection on any 
one of the n coordinates is empty, and T(M) is finite if and only if each of the n 
projections of T(M) on a single coordinate is finite. Since the projection of an -/fin 
language on a single coordinate is in ~ and the appropriate 1-tape machine can be 
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found effectively, one can effectively determine whether the projection of T(M)  
on a single coordinate is empty or finite. Thus  the test for emptiness of T(M)  is to 
test the projection of T(M)  on the first coordinate for emptiness; the test for finiteness 
is to test all n single-coordinate projections of T(M)  for finiteness. ? 
COROLLARY. The universe and cofiniteness problems are solvable for Jig. D. 
Proof. Since 3 .  is closed under complementat ion,  given M 6 .~/t'. ~ one can 
construct a machine M '  E vft',~  such that T(M')  = T(M)  and apply the tests of 
Theorem 5 to M ' .  
Turn ing  now to unsolvabil ity results, we note again that it is sufficient o consider 
the case n = 2. 
The  first unsolvabil ity result for ~.2 D is a theorem in [1]. The  construction will be 
useful for obtaining further results, and is given as Theorem 6, below, after presenting 
the necessary background. 
DEFINITION. A Post correspondence s t (PCS) is a finite set of pairs of strings 
{(a l ,  bl) , (az ,  b2) ..... (a , ,  b,)}, where each a i 
and each bi ~ X ~. A PCS has a solution if there exists a sequence of indices (chosen 
from {1, 2 ..... p}, repetitions allowed) i , ,  i 2 ..... i t such that aqai2 ... aq = bqbq ... bi, 9 
The correspondence problem is to determine, given a PCS, whether or not there exists 
a solution for that PCS. 
CORRESPONDENCE THEOREM (PosT). I f  • has at least two members, then the corre- 
spondence problem is unsolvable, i.e., there exists no uniform effective procedure for deter- 
mining whether a given PCS has a solution. 
The original proof appears in [I1]. 
THEOREM 6 (RABIN AND SCOTT). The disjointness problem for ~,r D is unsolvable. 
Proof. Given a PCS as in the definition above, let 
A = {(a l ,  1), (a 2 , 2)  ..... (a . ,  p ) )  
and let 
B = {(bl ,  1), (b z , 2) ..... (b , ,  p)) .  
7 A more quantitive analysis of the emptiness problem for deterministic machines is given 
by the following theorem in [5]: Let M be a deterministic n-tape MONA with state set 
Q = QI uQ2 u ..- u Q, (the Qfls being pairwise disjoint). Then T(M) ~ 0 if and only 
if M accepts an n-tuple (wl,  w2 ..... wn) where for each i, 1 < i < n, the length of w~ is less 
than the number of states in Q~. 
57x/"/x-7 
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It is not hard to design Ma.  and Mm, ~r162 ~ to recognize a given .4* and B*. (In 
Table V below, if one deletes the column for ? and changes v(qzx, c) to the otherwise 
inaccessible state q~ he will have a workable MA. for the .4 given there.) But the 
PCS has a solution if and only if `4* n B* :/& ~,  so solvability of the disjointness 
problem would yield solvability of the correspondence problem, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 7. The containment problem for .I/~ ~ is unsolvable. 
Proof. Given a PCS, consider again the languages .4* and B* ~2.  Since 
~2 is closed under complementation, one can effectively find an M '  ~ ..r ~ with 
T(M')  = B*. But .4* C B* if and only if .4* n B* = ~,  if and only if the PCS has 
no solution. Thus, solvability of the containment problem would yield solvability of 
the correspondence problem. 
THEOREM 8. The follo~ng problems are unsolvable for .t/2 tr and thus for .1[~ to. 
(1) The disjointness problem. 
(2) The containment problem. 
(3) The universe problem. 
(4) The cofiniteness problem. 
(5) The equivalence problem. 
Proof. 
(1) Follows from Theorem 6 since r C .gr ~r 
(2) Follows from Theorem 7. 
(3) Since the sets `4* and B* given in the proof of 
Theorem 6 are in ~2,  it follows that `4* and B* are also in ~2,  hence in .At 2 . But 
is closed under union so the language L 3 = `4* w B* ~ ~ via an effectively 
constructed machine M 3 ~ .//re. By De Morgan's law L 3 = A* C3 B*, so 
L s ~ T(M3) = ~ if and only if the PCS related to .4 and B has no solution. The 
unsolvability of the universe problem therefore follows. 
(4) I f  there exists a solution to = aix ai, "'" ai~ for a PCS, then clearly rz, w, mu~, 
wz0rt~w, etc., will also be solutions for the PCS. These solutions will all be members of 
L 3 -~ .4* r3 B*, so that L 3 = T(M~) will be infinite if the PCS has a solution and 
finite (empty) if the PCS has no solution. 
(5) Clearly there exists a (1-state) machine M4 ~ ~gr176 C ..gr162 such that T(M4) = 
( l * )  z. Then T(Mz) = T(M4) if and only if the PCS has no solution, s 
8 In [3] and [5] one sees that the correct n-tape analog to the K leene-Myhi l l  theorem on 
regular sets is that .N'. is exactly the class of languages definable in terms of finite sets of  . - tup les  
* Thus, the equivalence problem for n-regular expressions of strings and the operations u, . ,  . 
is unsolvable for n > 2 although it is solvable for n = 1. 
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The decision properties of MONA's  are summarized in Table IV. For the deter- 
ministic version of the equivalence problem the argument of part 5 of Theorem 8 
breaks down since the universe problem for ..~r is solvable. The equivalence problem 
for ~gcD remains an interesting open question. 
TABLE IV 
DEC~SmN PROP~aTZES FOR MONA's" 
Problem .~'x ~ and .~t'l N A ,  D (n > 2) .~,tr (n > 2) 
T(M) = ~ ? S S S 
T(M) finite ? S S S 
T(Mx) n T(Mz) = ~ ? S U U 
T(M) = ~ ? S S U 
T(M) finite ? S S U 
T(M~) C T (M~ ? S U U 
T(Mx) = T(Mt} ? S ;. U 
T(M) e ~,, ? (s) (s) U 
U--unsolvable S--solvable 
?---open (s)---trivially solvable 
We conclude by treating the problem of determining whether a given n-tape 
nondeterministic MONA can be replaced by an equivalent deterministic machine. 
For n = 1, the answer is obviously always yes. For n >~ 2, the problem turns out 
to be unsolvable. 
THEOREM 9. For n >~ 2, there exists no effective procedure fo r  determining, given 
M 9 j / /N ,  whether T (M)  ~ ~,z .  
Proof. I t  suffices to give a construction for n = 2. Again let .4 and B be related 
to a PCS as in the proof of Theorem 6, and let E and G be as before. Define 
K = {(0, A)}* {(1, A)}{(0, 0)}* {(A, I)}{(A, 0)}*. 
Let ./1 = A*GK and J3 = B*GE* .  For any PCS, both the appropriate ]1 and ]3 
are in ~2.  An example of a set A and a machine M x e .s162 D which recognizes the 
related )'1 is given in Table V. 9 A similar machine 21//2 e .gr D with T(M3)  = ]3 can 
easily be constructed. Paralleling the argument of Theorem 8, part 4, we see that 
L5 = ]1 w ]2 e ~,  and we can effectively find an M 6 e .//3 N with T(M~) = L 5 . 
9 The inaccessible final state qss was used in Theorem 6 above. 
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TABLE V 
MACHINE M 1 TO RECOGNIZE A*GK,  WHEN A : {(010,1), (0,2),  (11,3)} 
Next State 
Present Tape 
State Selection 0 1 2 3 
q:l Q~ q~s qn q14 qxs qal q3~ 
qll Qt qlz q~ q25 q25 q2~ qz4 
q~2 ~1 qzs q~a q2~ q25 q2~ q24 
qta ~1 q2~ q~ q~ q2~ qa~ q~ 
qt~ Qt qzx qa~ qz~ q~ q~ q~ 
q~ ~ q~ qt~ q~s q~ q2~ q~ 
q~6 ~ q~ q~ qz~ q~s q~s q2~ 
qal Q~ qzs q~ q~ q~ qaa q~ 
qa~ Q~ qa~ q~a q~ q~ q~ q~ 
q2a Q~ qaa qa~ q~ q~ qas qa~ 
qaa Q~ q~a qg~ q2~ q~s q~5 q24 
qa~ Q~ qa~ q~ qz~ qz5 q~s q~a 
q23 ~ q2a q2~ q2~ qu q2~ Acc 
q~ Qz q~ q~ q~ q~ q~ Rej 
q~ Q~ q~s q~ q~ q~ q~ q:~ 
qa~ Q1 qa~ qa~ qs~ qa~ qa~ Rej 
q3~ Qt qa5 qa5 qa5 q .  qas Acc 
q I= q21, F= {q~3,q36} 
Now a pair of strings in J1 must have the form (Xxy0ml0 ", x2y0~10 ~) for some 
integers m, n, p, where (Xl, x2)e .4*. Similarly, a pair of strings in ]2 must have 
the form (yD, z, y2yz),  where z E{O, 1}* and (3'1 ,Y2)EB*.  Since there is exactly 
one occurrence of y in each string of a member of either J1 or J2, any member of 
J1 r3 J2 must be of the form 
(~) (wlT0n10 n, w2y0nl0'~), where (wl ,  w2) E A* r3 B*. 
Clearly, i rA*  n B* ~ ~,  then ./1 ~ .]2 = ~ also, andL 5 = (~*)~ ~2-  
On the other hand, if there exists a pair (w I , w2) ~ A* n B*, then pairs of the 
form (*) must be in .]1 t3 J2 = ~5 for n = 0, 1, 2,.... Then the projection of L 5 on 
either coordinate must be a language of the form V{y}U, where U = {0~10 ~] n ~ 0}. 
We now appeal to a result given by Ginsburg and Spanier [12]: if R is regular (i.e., 
R ~ .W~I ) and S is an arbitrary language, then R' = {t ] st E R for some s ~ S} a ~ = ~1.10 
x0 For a brief sketch of the proof, consider the set of all states q in an automaton M R defining R 
for which some s ~ S leaves M R in q. The desired machine is s imply M R with exactly such 
states q as initial states. 
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Taking S - -  Z'*{y} we see that if the projection of Ls on the first coordinate, say, 
is regular, then U ~ ~,  a contradiction. Thus,  by the projection theorem, L 6 r ~ .  
It  follows that whenever A*  n B* ~-  ~,  L 5 r -~2, else L 5 ~ ~z  C ~.  
Thus,  we have exhibited a language L 6 ~ ~ such that L 5 ~z  if and only if 
A*  n B*  - ~ if and only if the PCS has no solution. Once more we find that solvability 
of the problem under discussion would imply solvability of the correspondence 
problem, and Theorem 9 is proved. 
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